Transforming early clinical development for better outcomes

30+ years of experience

Identify the best course for your compound

Improve your probability of success.
Finding opportunities in a rapidly changing industry

Greater investments of human and financial resources. More complex study designs. Earlier testing of drugs in patients. All of these are hallmarks of the current evolution in early clinical development. While the challenges are undeniable, they also provide the impetus to refine the development process into one that is smarter and more connected—and that offers a much improved return on your investment.

Improve your probability of success
Great opportunities await those drug developers who are positioned to seize them quickly. Quintiles’ scientific and medical expertise can help you make the strongest possible start, providing insights and high-precision data to inform better go/no-go decisions and arrive at a more robust proof of concept.

Specialized expertise and scientific experience
Quintiles has more than 30 years of early clinical development experience in multiple therapeutic areas. Our scientists apply extensive experience to designing and conducting early trials. Additionally, they have the therapeutic expertise and relationships required to deliver targeted patient populations and appropriate sites. With a record of protecting patient safety and meeting regulatory guidelines, you can have confidence in our adherence to the highest ethical and safety standards.

Advanced techniques for smarter and faster trials
As a pioneer in transformative early development approaches, Quintiles will help you:

- **Reach faster and better go/no-go decisions** — Best-in-class predictive models drive results — such as PK/PD modeling and simulation, early QT analysis, biomarkers and other specialized techniques.

- **Safely accelerate study progression** — ECG capture and analysis, advanced imaging, neurophysiology and respiratory testing and advanced bioanalytical and biomarker labs enables you to move your study ahead quickly without compromising safety.

- **Set a foundation for later phase success** — We implement pioneering strategies for success combined with expertise in the use of integrated protocols and adaptive trial designs.

Comprehensive capabilities

Connecting precise insights for faster, more accurate go/no-go decision making

Best course for your compound

**Comprehensive capabilities**

**Specialized expertise**

**Global site network**
Global prime and partner site network
The need to access desired patient populations for early clinical trials is growing exponentially. Through Quintiles’ 23 Prime Sites and 1300+ Partner Sites, you have the strategic and competitive benefits of:

Faster and expanded access to patients – This is particularly beneficial when it comes to identifying and recruiting patients who represent more difficult profiles.

Enhanced site performance – Quintiles actively manages each site, ensuring that all protocols are followed and all goals are reached.

Expedited study start up – With access to more extensive pools of patients, you’ll be able to start your study faster and with more confidence.

Comprehensive capabilities and flexible solutions
For every need you have throughout your early development program, Quintiles responds with flexible, comprehensive solutions you need to:

Enhance your capabilities without adding fixed costs – Experienced staff, global state-of-the-art Phase I facilities and clinical site relationships facilitate studies across a range of therapeutic areas, geography, size and complexity.

Simplify study management – Seasoned project managers ensure consistent global procedures, rigorous oversight and easy access to integrated data.

Variabilize costs and share risk – Innovative partnering and alliance models reduce infrastructure costs and enhance strategic capacity planning.

Move smarter to patient studies – Site relationships and multi-center study management expertise, coupled with therapeutic knowledge, help you successfully deliver early patient studies.

Through a fully integrated approach to early clinical development, Quintiles provides delivery solutions firmly based in science and proven results.
Early Clinical Development (ECD) Services

Quintiles offers a wide array of specialized expertise and Phase I/IIa capabilities to support its early clinical development services.

Global reach, flexible options
Regardless of what your study requirements might be, Quintiles offers a variety of flexible options to meet them. Our interconnected Clinical Pharmacology Units can help you improve efficiency and reduce the costs of trials—and our patient/site network helps you access targeted patient populations. Solutions include:

- **US**: Overland Park, Kansas – Staffed by clinical pharmacologists and custom designed for complex Phase I/IIa studies
- **UK**: London, England – Expertise in translational medicine and specialized facilities for respiratory studies
- **Global patient/site network** – Dedicated study feasibility and patient recruiting; integrated therapeutic expertise

It’s critical to make the strongest possible start in clinical development. Partner with Quintiles for unmatched scientific expertise, innovative approaches and a fully integrated global infrastructure. Let us help you identify and pursue the best course for your compound and improve your probability of success in the later phases of drug development.